3D Systems’ End-to-End Workflow
Whether you need help with design, prototyping, manufacturing,
or all three, 3D Systems’ end-to-end workflow gives you access to
the talent and technology you need to make your idea a reality.

DIGITIZE
Design up to 80% faster
with reverse engineering

DESIGN
Create custom and complex
geometries with 3D design

Access to
end-to-end
solutions

SIMULATE
I dentify and address areas
for improvement

across hardware,
software and services
keeps your project
moving forward
seamlessly.

MANUFACTURE
Gain access to full service
manufacturing using additive
and subtractive technologies

INSPECT
Ensure results match expectations
with non-destructive metrology
and inspection

MANAGE
Maintain visibility into print job status,
material levels, preventative maintenance
opportunities and more

For projects of any scope, at any stage
An end-to-end design and manufacturing workflow offers the ability
to transform an idea. The outcome can be anything from a digital file,
to a rapid prototype, to a fully realized final product.
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The one roof advantage
Why is it important for you to be able to address any manufacturing issue with a single vendor?

GLOBAL
SUPPORT &
SERVICES

66 LOCATIONS
WORLDWIDE

OVER
30 YEARS
LEADING THE
INDUSTRY

EXPERTISE
When you have a global team of multi-disciplinary
experts on your side, you have innovation on speed dial
TIME & COST

$

Accessing talent and technology resources across design
and manufacturing lowers vendor costs and speeds
timelines for more streamlined, cost-effective results
COMMUNICATION
Consulting with dynamic professionals who can adapt their
services to your evolving needs is a valuable time saver

End-to-end workflow in action:
anatomical modeling solutions
Integrating precision healthcare and 3D technologies for
enhanced patient care

DIGITIZE

DESIGN

MANUFACTURE

DELIVER

Process patient-specific
medical data into a
digital 3D model

Prepare patient-specific
3D digital model for
3D printing

3D print models in a
range of material options
to match your needs

Ship models for use in
pre-surgical rehearsal,
educational purposes,
or use in a sterile
environment depending
on material selection

ProJet 6000

EDUCATE

VISUALIZE

OPERATE

SUCCEED

Better understand
anatomy & practice on
true-to-life models

Prepare with patientspecific 3D printed
models in hand

Enter the OR with
confidence

Deliver personalized
care to every patient

Products & services include:

 
D2P™ software for all 3D digital model
preparation



 n Demand Anatomical Models for 3D
O
printing of digital anatomical models

 
Full service anatomical models for data
processing, design, printing and delivery
by 3D Systems

 
Ready to ship medical models that are
pre-designed for training, education and
reference purposes

Get started - talk to our anatomical
modeling experts today
Get in Touch

